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Leading through change: The 20-30-50 rule
Work do, and what portion will tight you every you become a better manager.

step of the way.
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Leading
. an organ-

ization
through change
can be a daunt-
ing task. To in-
troduce change,
you need sup-
port. The 20-50-30 rule identifies what
portion of staff will give you the most
support, what portion will wait and see if
you can do what you say you are going to

Understanding' the nature of
change

Whatever the type of change, you can
be sure of two things: change will corne
and so will resistance.

As a leader, what can you do to make
changes less traumatic and more produc-
tive? Your first step is to understand the
order of organizational change to help

Identifying your snpport base
To lead through transition, you must

understand how people react to change.
No matter the size of your group,

expect your base of support to be separat-
ed into three different segments.
• Innovators are the most open to
change. They operate under the assump-
tion that whatever change brings, they
will probably be at least as well off after
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the transition than they were before. Inno-
vators envision and facilitate change. If
they haven't thought up the newest trend,
they at least want to playa part in bring-
ing it about. In meetings, they are the ones
who question. long-standing procedures
and ideas. You can expect about 20% of
your population to fit into the Innovator
category.
• Resisters are the least open to change.
At the mere mention of impending
change, Resisters stop dead in their tracks
and begin a complete corporate rewind
that will take you-and whomever else
they can get to listen to them-through
the history of "how we used to do things
around here." They may not always know
why things are done a certain way, but
they always know "the way." Resisters
make up about 30% of the population and
will change only when they have no other
choice. If you do not manage them cor-
rectly, they may work against you.
• Wait-and-Seers make up the other
50%. These people do not necessarily
oppose change, but they tend to worry
that they will lose more than they gain
after change takes place.

According to organizational develop-
ment psychologist Elaine Johnson, vice
president and consultant with Jack-
sonville, Fla.-based Right Management
Associates, "what these Wait-and-See
. folks usuaIJ y notice is that those who
embrace change are ignored while the
noisy Resisters get large measures of
management's time, energy and attention.
By focusing on the 'squeaky wheel: man-
agement inadvertently sabotages change
in a well-meaning, but ultimately fruit-
less, attempt to make everyone happy."

Makia& ~ work
0Dcc YOU'\"C identified your support

base, figure out which segment you fit
into and adjust your thinking and actions
to ensure everyone sees you heading in
the direction you're leading. Next, involve
key players from each support segment at
key intervals of the change process to
achieve the following goals:
• Expose a variety of staff to the change

process at the executive level
• Gain buy-in from Resistors and Wait-

and-Seers by enlisting them to help
create surveys or head up round-table
discussions

• Break down barriers between groups.
Have people work with each other in a
way that stretches skills and gives staff
company-wide exposure

• Build into the change process a respect
for policies and ideas of the past.

• Give Resistors an opportunity to earn
respect from coworkers and managers
The results? New and better working

relationships develop between people you
never thought would work well together.
Your people get to gain skills. not normal-
ly used in their current positions. And
most importantly, your change gets
implemented with minimal trauma to the
organization. Ell


